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I suddenly found
myself being able to
communicate with
people. I found joy
in things again and,
most importantly, I
found I suddenly had
a feeling of hope
for the future.
Christina,
ex-Discovery student
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DISCOVERY’S KEY STATS:
At Discovery, children work
alongside rescued horses in
an outdoor environment.

Many children become
disengaged with the
educational system
and often have Special
Educational Needs.

Discovery gives them the
tools to succeed in the way
that a structured classroom
setting cannot.

INTRODUCTION
There are currently around 1.3 million children identified with
special educational needs or disabilities in the UK.* 1 in 8 children
aged 5-19 is diagnosed with some form of social, emotional or
mental health disorder.**
With statistics like these, it’s
becoming increasingly important
to ensure every child has
an equal chance to the best
possible start in life. The number
of children excluded from
mainstream education is on the
rise, leading to problems such as
increased youth unemployment,
crime and challenges surrounding
mental health.

The results achieved
by Discovery are
nothing short of
outstanding.
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HorseWorld’s Discovery course
has been running for 11 years and
was recognised as an alternative
education provider for Bristol and
surrounding areas in 2017. It was
born out of a desire to educate young
people about animal welfare but, with
young people’s disengagement with
education becoming progressively
problematic, it very quickly
transformed into something else
entirely. The course unites rescued
horses with children typically
outside mainstream education
or those who face adversity in a
formal school setting, with the aim
of teaching them essential life-skills
and encouraging aspirations to lead
meaningful and purposeful lives.
Students are usually referred to
Discovery with a range of challenging
behaviours: problems with anger,
impulse control, concentration
and individuals demonstrating
withdrawal symptoms, as well
as those demonstrating autistic
behaviour or ADHD. Through
a program of activities tailored
to suit individual needs, young
people gain practical experience
of essential transferable skills such
as communication, teamwork and

decision-making. Working alongside
horses in an outdoor environment
gives each and every child the chance
to excel in a way they cannot in
a structured school setting. The
horses, each chosen for their gentle
nature, give the children a sense of
responsibility, with rules that have
clear purpose and consequences,
and produce rewarding emotional
connections in return.
Analysis of the data collected over
the last six years demonstrates that
the results achieved by Discovery
are nothing short of outstanding.
Almost every student leaves feeling
motivated, with an increased sense
of confidence and self-esteem. The
long-term positive impact of this is
far reaching beyond the student’s
time on the course. Many Discovery
students re-enter mainstream
education and a number have gone
on to achieve vocational qualifications
and secure full-time employment.
With a growing number of
disengaged children and young adults,
the work carried out by Discovery is
essential: reigniting a love of learning,
nourishing developing minds and
giving vulnerable children hope for
a brighter future.

*Source: Department for Education; Special educational needs in England: Jan 2018 – published 26th July 2018
**Source: NHS Digital; “Mental Health of Children and Young People in England, 2017” published 22nd November 2018

2,117

DISCOVERY SESSIONS
DELIVERED BETWEEN
2012-2018...

91%

93%

Reported high or
very high levels of
ENGAGEMENT

Reported an
increase in learners’
SELF-ESTEEM

87%

1

REPORTED A DEFINITE

I M P ROVE M E N T IN
LEARNERS’ SENSE

OF ACHIEVEMENT

%

81%
REPORTED
THAT
DISCOVERY
HAS HAD A
POSITIVE
IMPACT ON THE
STUDENT’S LIFE
BEYOND
THE COURSE

REPORTED AN INCREASE IN
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
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DISCOVER DISCOVERY
OUR STUDENTS COME FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE

AT DISCOVERY, NO TWO DAYS ARE THE SAME

Each year, Discovery welcomes
over 200 young people through its
doors, girls and boys of all school
ages, all with very different stories
to tell. Their needs are complex
and wide-ranging: from physical
disabilities to special educational
needs and challenges surrounding
mental health, emotional wellbeing
and behaviour.

A large number of Discovery
students are no longer in
mainstream education or face daily
struggles in a formal school setting.
Because of this, many have come
to have a negative view of learning
and education, with few aspirations
and little belief in their own ability.

Discovery offers these young
people a safe space, away from the
confines of the classroom, a chance
for them to shed past troubles and
worries and learn vital life skills
in an encouraging and positive
outdoor setting.

Discovery recognises the varied
and wide-ranging challenges faced
by each young person; no two
children are the same, just as no
two journeys through Discovery are
the same. The course is completely
tailored to reflect this, with the
wellbeing and development of each

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

WEEK 4

Today we mucked
out and groomed
a horse. I am
learning to work
around horses
and build up my
confidence.
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We learnt first aid
for horses and learnt
about when to take
them to the vets.
I t helped me feel
responsible for the
horses and I loved
knowing how to
care for them.

Today we worked
with obstacles.
I was with Kira.
I kept mysel f
calm which helped
her feel a lot more
confident with the
new obstacles.

This week I
worked with Demi.
I groomed her,
picked her feet
out, tacked her
up then long
reined her.

child at the heart of everything
we do.
A Discovery course typically runs
for six school weeks, covering a
wide-range of practical, hands-on
and engaging activities. These
activities have been chosen for

WEEK 5

I rode Flicka
and I was very
proud of her
seeing as I was
the first student
to ride her.

their cross-curricular links and,
most importantly, with the aim
of developing those all-important
skills these young people find so
challenging to acquire in a formal
school setting.

WEEK 6

This is my final lesson
of the term. We did
an obstacle course and
my team got full
marks. The course has
really helped me to
build up my confidence
with learning in a
group of other students.
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Our students develop
relationships with the
horses based on mutual
trust and respect.

Horses have a natural desire
for company and leadership,
making them the perfect
partners to work alongside
Discovery students.

Bringing our rescued
horses together with
troubled children has
produced some truly
remarkable results.

HORSES LEND US THE
WINGS WE LACK
I have been lucky
enough to support
the amazing sessions
run by the Discovery
team and witness the
joy it brings to young
people they help

Horses are truly remarkable creatures.
Bringing them together with Discovery’s students
has produced some incredible results.

I had no experience
with horses. If you
had told me six weeks
ago that I would feel
comfortable doing a bit
of riding, grooming and
generally being happy
around them, I would
have never believed you.
Anna,
former Discovery student
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Many of Discovery’s key ideas and
methods are very closely linked
to a school of thought known as
equine assisted learning. Originally
used to help patients recover from
traumatic injuries, equine assisted
learning has since become a popular
strategy to tackle a range of social,
emotional and mental health
challenges. Studies have shown
it’s an effective way of teaching
key skills such as teamwork,
communication, confidence
and emotional development; all
fundamental components of the
Discovery course.
So, why horses? Horses are herd
animals, with a natural desire for
company and leadership. This
makes them readily inclined to
develop relationships with humans.
Moreover, horses have been
proven to mirror our behaviour,
reading body language and instantly
responding. This encourages the
young people who come to us –

many of whom arrive at Discovery
with a negative mind-set – to enter
into the space with a sense of calm,
confidence and openness. This
helps the students reflect on their
behaviour and challenge the way
they approach situations, both at
Discovery and in the wider world.
Students are given a sense of
responsibility and leadership rarely
experienced before their time
at Discovery. Horses are nonjudgemental, with no preconceived
expectations or motives, which
allows the young people to develop
relationships based in mutual trust
and respect. Just like our students,
each of our rescued horses has
its own unique personality and
qualities – stubborn, fun, defiant,
caring – each with the ability
to respond in a nurturing and
supportive way. It is this that
makes the horses at HorseWorld
the perfect, natural companions
for the incredible work carried out
by Discovery.

Anna,
Discovery volunteer

None of this would be possible
without Discovery’s dedicated team
of staff and volunteers. Having the
ability to make a lasting impact on
the lives of these individuals takes a
certain kind of person: committed,
caring, supportive, patient. These are

all words to describe the Discovery
team, evident in the positive changes
that are being made in these young
people’s lives day in, day out.
The Discovery team wear many
different hats: instructor, mentor,
mediator, teacher and role model.

Their dedication and steadfast
encouragement cultivates the
perfect environment for the
remarkable growth seen in each
and every student.
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CASE STUDIES

Phoebe s story

’

Sophie s story

’

School has always
been a really negative
experience for me.
Discovery gives me
something positive to
focus on.

Before Discovery,
I couldn’t leave the
house. I didn’t know
what to do.

Phoebe

Sophie

Sophie* arrived for her first Discovery session with very little confidence or
self-esteem. Diagnosed with depression and anxiety, her mum referred her
to Discovery in June 2016. Sophie had recently dropped out of college and
found it increasingly difficult to leave the house.
Sophie still vividly remembers
phoning her mum after that first
session; it was the first time she’d
felt happy in a very long time. As
the weeks went by, slowly but
surely, Sophie began to notice a
difference in herself. Discovery
gave her a safe place where she
felt comfortable exploring her
emotions. It gave her a purpose
and the motivation she very
often lacked.
Sophie finished the six-week
Discovery course a changed person.
She was filled with confidence;
Discovery had helped her realise
she could do anything she put her
10 | !MPACT REPORT

mind to. Keen to continue exploring
her passion for working with
animals, she volunteered for her
friend’s mum, who owned a horse
– something she’d never dream
of doing before her time with
Discovery.
Eighteen months later, Sophie
returned to Discovery, where a
period of volunteering turned into
an apprenticeship in horse care.
Sophie hasn’t looked back since.
She pinpoints her time at Discovery
as the catalyst that prompted her
road to recovery. Since returning
to the course, Sophie has thrived
in her new role. She draws on her

own experiences to encourage
the young people she works with.
She finds it incredibly rewarding
to witness individuals – not too
dissimilar from herself a short time
ago – thrive and grow.
Sophie has high hopes for the
future. Once she’s completed her
Level 2 apprenticeship, she hopes
to go on to do Level 3 in horse
care. Sophie would love to continue
working at HorseWorld, developing
her teaching skills to enable her to
help other young people the way
that Discovery helped her.
*Name changed to protect identity

Phoebe always struggled with school. She found the lessons difficult and
didn’t get on with her teachers. Disengaged and angry, her behaviour
became progressively worse and because of this, she spent much of her
school life out of class, in isolation. With both school and her parents
increasingly at a loss as to how to deal with her behaviour, and permanent
exclusion becoming more and more likely, a teacher referred Phoebe to
Discovery. In November 2017, she began attending sessions once a week.
The Discovery team worked closely
with Phoebe, her parents and her
school to come up with small,
manageable targets, designed to
improve life outside of the course
and get Phoebe’s behaviour back
on track. It wasn’t long before they
began to notice some phenomenal
changes in Phoebe’s attitude and
conduct. From almost a different
behaviour incident every day,
Phoebe managed to go an entire
school term without a single trip
to isolation. Armed with new
ways to cope with her anger, and
a newfound motivation to apply
herself in lessons, she was able to
achieve a momentous milestone.

Phoebe’s behaviour is only a small
part of how Discovery has changed
her life for the better. She is now
brimming with confidence, with
her self-esteem at an all-time high.
Before Discovery, Phoebe found it
difficult to be around new people
or to talk in groups. The course has
helped cultivate those all-important
social skills that Phoebe desperately
needed in order to communicate
and form connections with others.

time at school. Phoebe has better

Phoebe leaves each Discovery
session with the positivity needed
to tackle any challenges she may
face. With Discovery’s support,
Phoebe is now able to enjoy her

the tools needed to work hard in

relationships with her teachers
now. She is able to talk about
how she’s feeling and understands
the importance of regulating her
emotions.
Phoebe is preparing to sit her
GCSEs next year. Whilst she hasn’t
quite decided what she’d like to
do in the future, she’ll be forever
grateful to Discovery for giving her
school, get an education and the
best possible start in life.
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SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES

Josh s story

’

A JOURNEY OF SELF-DISCOVERY

The stories of Josh, Phoebe and Sophie give just a small insight into the
enormous impact Discovery has on the young people it works with.
Their successes and triumphs
demonstrate Discovery’s real and
measurable power to transform
lives. Most of the children referred
to Discovery have significant
learning or behavioural difficulties,
are disengaged with education

I was the first person
from my school to go
on to further education.
Josh

As with many young people in his
position, Josh was sent to a pupil
referral unit (PRU), an alternative
education provider for children
unable to access mainstream
education. Also at this time, Josh
was diagnosed with ADHD and
dyslexia. Whilst this diagnosis
gave Josh and his family a little
insight into his behaviour, they
12 | !MPACT REPORT

has the power to transform lives.
Students leave with renewed
confidence and self-esteem, crucial
transferable skills for school and the
work place and, most importantly,
newfound hope for the future.

‘I feel blessed to be part of the joy the
children get from being there’

Josh has worked at HorseWorld for the last three years. His full time role
includes both maintenance and welfare work, covering many vital aspects
of life at HorseWorld: repairing, looking after the grounds and caring for
the Charity’s many horses. It’s hard work, physically demanding, with
unsociable hours, but Josh wouldn’t change it for the world.
It’s hard to believe how different
Josh’s life was just a few years ago.
Throughout his time in secondary
school, Josh was constantly in
trouble: fighting, arguing with the
teachers and acting out to avoid
lessons. His behaviour became
so bad, he spent almost all of his
time in isolation. With his GCSEs
fast approaching and his behaviour
spiralling out of control, Josh
was permanently excluded from
mainstream education.

and are in danger of leaving school
with few life skills and employment
prospects. Their stories – and the
stories of countless others like
them – demonstrate that no child is
beyond help, each child is capable
of great things and that Discovery

felt frustrated that it had taken so
long to get to this point. Unable to
sit his GCSEs and suffering from
depression, Josh continued to rebel
against the education system.
As part of his alternative provision,
Josh began to spend time at
Discovery. He found the first
few weeks tough, avoiding other
students, mistrustful of what the
course entailed. But as the weeks
went by, Josh began to build
relationships, particularly with the
Discovery team, who encouraged
him to unpick the reasons behind
his behaviour. He began to notice
a change in himself, becoming
visibly calmer around the horses.
Life began to change outside of
the course too. His home life
dramatically improved, allowing
him to repair relationships with
his family. Whilst school was still

a challenge, Josh found himself
getting into fewer fights, until the
point where he stopped fighting
altogether.
Josh became the first person
from his PRU to go on to further
education, undertaking a Level 2
diploma in Animal Care. Whilst
volunteering at HorseWorld
as part of the diploma, he was
offered an apprenticeship with the
Charity. Josh has been working at
HorseWorld ever since.
Josh has turned his life around.
He doesn’t get angry and has learnt
strategies to keep himself calm.
He’s doubly grateful to Discovery –
both for the way it transformed his
school life and for the employment
opportunities that have come his
way – and recognises the crucial
part it’s played in shaping who he
is today.

‘I carry a picture of
a horse with me to
help me calm down.
When I’m about to
build-up looking at
it helps me when I
feel frustrated
and angry’
80% reported
a positive change in
attitude and approach
to learning

‘I’m so much better at school
now. My attendance is a lot
better too. I wasn’t happy before
but I’m really happy now’

97% rated Discovery
a very good or
excellent experience
‘The opportunity to work with
horses, to be able to show love,
is never to be underestimated’

The demand for Discovery is increasing - 228 student referrals were made
in the 2017-2018 academic year– 54 more than the previous year

94% saw an increase in concentration
‘It’s the best feeling in the world when you do something
right and feel confident in doing it right again’
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THANK YOU...
Children leave Discovery
with a renewed sense of
confidence and self-esteem.

Discovery gives students
many vital transferable skills,
allowing them to progress in
education and employment.

The course has the potential
to make a lasting impact
on the lives of some of our
most vulnerable and
troubled children.

WHAT NEXT FOR DISCOVERY?
Issues such as mental health, emotional
wellbeing and behaviour have implications that
reach far beyond the individual child.
Tackling youth offending and crime
through early intervention will
make our world a safer place.
Equipping young people with the
skills needed to get an education
and job will make our world a more
productive place.
Giving young people a voice and
the courage to talk about mental
health will make our world a
happier place.

Wouldn’t it be
incredible if Discovery
could make a huge
difference for a greater
number of children?
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Children with special educational
needs – including emotional and
behavioural challenges – are six
times more likely to be excluded
from school, a worrying number
that is only growing. There’s
a famous quote from Einstein
that says insanity is doing the
same thing over and over again
and expecting different results;
without giving these children an
alternative, an opportunity to make
a difference, how can we ever
expect anything to change? Lack of
government funding for schools and
over-stretched budgets have grave
implications: children will continue
to fall through the gaps, leave

school unprepared for adult life
and the number of young people
not in education or employment
will continue to grow.
Discovery has the potential to
change all that. But in order to
reach more children, the project
needs to grow. With the correct
funding, the course could afford
more staff, more horses and better
facilities. At present, Discovery is
making a huge difference for a
small number of children. Wouldn’t
it be incredible if Discovery could
make a huge difference for a
greater number of children?

Thank you for supporting me in my home life.
I wouldn’t be where I am without you.
Thanks to Discovery
for giving me a starting
point to go on to achieve
something in l i fe.
Thank you for
not judging me
and for always
giving me a
safe space.

Thank you for
giving me confidence
to talk to others.

I would like to
thank Discovery
for giving me
the future I never
thought I’ d have.

’
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